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Inside out sadness
2015 US Animated Film Pixar Inside Out Theatre Release Poster Pete Doctor Produce by Jonas Rivera ScreenPlay by Pete Dr. Meg LeFove Josh Cooley Story, Amy Poehler Phyllis Smith Richard Cand Lewis Black Bill Hader Mindy Kaling Caitlin Kayla Diane Lane Kyle MacLachlan Music by Michael Giacchino[1] Photography By Patrick Lynn (Camera) Kim White (Lighting) by
Kevin Norting[2] Production Company Walt Disney Pictures Pixar Animation Studios Distribution Walt Disney Studios Motion Pictures Re-release Date May 18, 2015 (2015-05-18) (Cannes) June 19, 2015 (2015-06-19) (U.S.) Running time 94 minutes[3] National American English budget $175 million[4] Box office 858 million[3] Inside Out is the 2015 U.S. computer animated
comedy production film by Pixar Pictures Animation Disney Studios. Directed by Pete Docter, co-directed by Ronnie del Carmen, doctor, Meg LeForve, Josh Cooley is the Doctor, Meg LeForve, Josh Cooley is the script, Amy Poehler, Phyllis Smith, Richard Casend, Lewis Black, Bill Hader, Mindy Kaling, Caitlin Diaz, Diane Lane, Voiced by Kyle MacLachlan. The film is in the mind
of a young girl named Riley, and five anthropomorphic emotions of joy, sadness, anger, fear and disgust try to guide her through life adapting to a new environment after she and her parents move from Minnesota to San Francisco. The Doctor began developing Inside Out in 2010 after noting a change in his daughter's personality as she got older. The film's producers consulted
numerous psychologists, including Dacher Keltner of the University of California, Berkeley, who helped revise the story by emphasizing neuropsychology findings that human emotions can influence human relationships and be greatly mitigated by them. Inside Out premiered at the 68th Cannes Film Festival on May 18, 2015, and was released in the U.S. on June 19 with the short
film Lava. The film was praised for its concept, screenplay, subject matter, Michael Giacchino's score and vocal performance (especially playing Polar, Smith, Black and Wind). The film grossed $90.4 million in its first weekend, making it the best opening of original titles at the time,[7] accumulating more than $857 million at the global box office in 2015, the seventh highest
grossing of 2015. The film won several awards, including a BAFTA Award, a Golden Globe, a Critics' Choice Award, an Annie Award, a Satellite Award and an Academy Award for Best Animated Feature. The plot in the mind of a girl named Riley is the basic emotion that controls her behavior - joy, sadness, fear, disgust, and anger. Her experience will be a remember saved as a
color orb sent in the long runNightly. The power aspect of her five most important core memories of her character, which takes the form of a floating island. Joy functions as a leader, and she and the rest of the emotions try to limit the influence of grief. At the age of 11, Riley scratches in San Francisco for his father's new job. She has had a poor experience at first. The new house
is cramped and old, her father has little time for her, the local pizzeria serves only pizza topped with broccoli, and the moving van with their haves ends up in Texas and doesn't arrive for weeks. On Riley's first day at his new school, grief goes back and saddens memories of joy, and Riley cries in front of his class, creating a sad core memory. Joy uses a vacuum tube to try to
dispose of it, but accidentally knocks on other core memory during her struggle with grief, disabling Personality Island. Joy, sadness, and core memory are sucked out of headquarters and sent to long-term storage. In the absence of joy and sadness, anger, fear and disgust are left in control, with disastrous consequences, abandoning Riley from her parents, friends and hobbies.
As such, the island of her character gradually collapses and falls into a memory dump where memories are forgotten. Finally, anger inserts an idea into the console, prompting Riley to flee to Minnesota believing she will restore her happiness. As you navigate the vast long-term storage area, joy and sadness encounter Riley's childhood imaginary friend, Bing Bonn, who suggests
returning to headquarters and taking a train of thought. The three eventually board the train after the extreme inconvenience caused by the dissolution of the island, but stop when Riley falls asleep, before derailing completely in the collapse of another island. Desperately, Joy abandons her grief and returns to headquarters to try to get on the recall tube, but the ground under the
tube collapses, breaking it and ramming it into a joy and bon Bing memory dump. Crestfallen Joy discovers sad memories of Riley's parents and friends who became happy when they comforted her. Joy finally understands the purpose of grief: alerting others when Riley is emotionally overwhelmed and in need of help. With pleasure Bing Bon will try to use Bing Bon's old wagon
rocket to escape the memory dump, but Bing can fly high enough for Bonn's weight. At their last attempt, Bing Vonn jumps out to allow joy to escape as he fades away. Joy is reunited with grief and they return to headquarters, but it's too late because the idea of anger has disabled the console. To the surprise of others, Joy hands control of the console to grief that can reinvigorate
it and prompt Riley to return to her new home. Riley tearfully confesses to her parents that she misses her as grief reinstalls core memory and turns it from happy to sadLife. Her parents comfort her and admit that they too miss Minnesota. Joy and sadness work the console together, creating a new core memory consisting of happiness and sadness. A new island shape that
represents Riley's accepting of a new life in San Francisco. A year later, Riley adapted to his new home, made new friends and returned to his old hobby while geting some new ones. Inside headquarters, her emotions admire Riley's new Personality Island, all working together on a newly expanded console with room for them. Voice actor The film crew attended the film's premiere
at the 2015 Cannes Film Festival, along with English and French voice actors. (L-R): Lewis Black, Phyllis Smith, Mindy Kaling, Amy Poehler, Jonas Rivera, Marilou Berry, Pete Docter, Ronnie del Carmen, Melanie Laurent, John Lasser, Charlotte Le Bon, Pierre Niney, Jill Lelish Amy Poehler (Joy[8] Phyllis Smith) Bing Bonn [9] Anger as Lewis Black[8] Black Hader as fear[8]
Poundstone as Mindy Kaling: Forger star Paula[11] Bobby Moynihan: Forgerter Bobby[11] Director Paula Perdream, Mother's Anger, Teacher Disgust and Teacher Grief[11] Dave Goeltz: Subconscious Guard Frank[11] Frank Oz: Subconscious Guard Dave [11] Josh Cooley clowns as Dungles[12] Flea as mindworker cop Jake[11] John Ratzenberger as Fritz[11] Carlos Arazlaki as
his father's fear, Brazilian helicopter pilot[11] Nick Pitera and Andrea Duttsman as triple dent gum singer Lori Allan as a clown delight as mother Peter Sagal[11] Rashida Jones as cool girl sentiments[12] some of the filmmakers also directed Pete Docter, as father's wrath He contributed several vocal performances, including co-writer Ronnie del Carmen, as one of the abstract
thought mind workers. As a child, Pete Docter's family moved to Denmark so his father could study Carl Nielsen's music. [14] As the sisters got used to their new surroundings, the Doctor always felt judged by her peers. While the other children were interested in sports, the Doctor sat painting and sitting by him, a hobby that eventually led him to animation. His social unrest ended
in high school. Paul Ekman was a film consultant. In late 2009, The Doctor noticed his pre-teen daughter Ellie, who showed similar shyness. [17] She began to be quieter and more reserved and, frankly, caused a lot of my own anxiety and fear, he said. As emotions entered, he imagined what would happen in the human mind [the idea of drawing it through animation thrilled the
Doctor, who felt it was the ideal shape to draw a strong, opinional, caricature personality. He began to study information about the mind with Jonas[18] and he began to do information about the mind.Producer and deputy director Ronnie del Carmen. They consulted Paul Ekman, a renowned psychologist who studies emotions, and Dutcher Keltner, a psychology professor at the
University of California, Berkeley. Early in his career, Ekman identified six core emotions: anger, fear, sadness, disgust, joy and surprise. The Doctor found that surprise and fear were too similar, so he left five emotions to build the character. Other emotions considering inclusion in the development process were schaden floyd, ennui, pride and hope. Keltner focused on how grief is
an emotion that strengthens relationships[18] emphasizing how emotions organise social life and build relationships. The huge success of The Doctor's 2009 film Up encouraged the people of Pixar to allow the Doctor to make another film with a more sophisticated story [Inside Out is the first Pixar film without input from co-founder and former Apple CEO Steve Jobs, who died in
2011. In addition, there was not much input from Chief Creative Officer John Lasser, who focused on reorganizing The Walt Disney Animation Studios in Burbank at the time of production. Disney and Pixar executives were positive about the proposal to create Inside Out, but admitted it was difficult to put on the market. [20] The Story Doctor recruited a story crew to help develop
the film's plotline. Animation as an industry was dominated by men, but half of the story crew was female and intended to have more diverse inputs. The choice to focus the film on girls came from a study in which women aged 11 to 17 claimed to be more in tune with expressions and emotions than others. The idea of playing hockey to Riley came from Del Carmen, who observed
that the sport was very popular in Minnesota. The first idea of the film found that the protagonist Riley was in deep depression: the Doctor later felt they were inappropriate and discarded them, but in the last film Riley sinks into depression. The film is a small group of Pixar creative leaders who will direct the development of all the films, with storyboarding for the first time in two to
three years while being screened by Pixar's Brain Trust. After multiple screenings and suggestions from other filmmakers, the photos were put into production. It was again assessed three months into that process. The film's editor, Kevin Norting, estimated that there were seven versions of Inside Out created before it went into production. The story team tried to create a contrast
with as many characters as possible. They found the most complex characters to write, as Joy shows a wide range of happy feelings. The earliest idea to appear in the last film is that Joy set Riley's social storm and clings to the youngster for too long. [23] It isSome screenings came across the notion of them moving to a new location, setting off an external conflict that made the
story easier to write. Initially, this crisis was to be set in the Thanksgiving pageant, which Riley had hoped would be cast as its leading role, with Turkey.Doctor later deeming this idea too bizarre and replaced. The Doctor estimated that the film took four years of development to succeed in marrying Riley's mind architecture and her personal troubles [the notion of Personality Island
helped develop an emotional stake in the film that directly affected events in her mind and in her life. In one draft, the characters would fall into Idea Fields, just as farmers grow crops, where they would grow new ideas. Bing Bong's character, an abandoned old imaginary friend, happened in one draft of the film as part of a refugee camp in Riley's mind. It was difficult to achieve
the correct tone of the film. For example, viewers couldn't be more taken care of by Joy's nature or feel negative about the confusion that would help steer Riley. Rivera credited amy Poehler's casting in addition to the idea of a move by helping the film find the right tone. Early versions of the film seemed to be the most humorous choice, so focused on the loss of joy and fear
together. By July 2012, the project was set for ratings screenings with other Pixar filmmakers. The Doctor gradually began to feel that the story was not going well and thought he might get fired. He took a long walk one Sunday and started thinking of himself as a failure and thought he should quit the movie. Thinking deeply about what he misses about Pixar, he concluded that he
would miss his colleagues and friends the most. He quickly reached a breakthrough: emotions are meant to connect people, and relationships are the most important thing in life. He decided to replace fear with grief. He met with Rivera and Del Carmen that night to explain the change of plans and, to his surprise, they reacted positively to it. At the screening, he informed his boss
that a new plan for the film was in place. It was a scary moment, but the film remained in production. Screenwriter Michael Arndt, who initially worked on the film's script for a year, called it an incredibly challenging idea, not just a brilliantly creative one, but left the project in early 2011, adding, I know the Pixar process and there may not be a single word left in the last script. Since
then, we've had writers work on it, said Josh Cooley and Meg LeForve, who were rated as co-authors of the screenplay following their contributions during the rewrite. Like the Doctor, Cooley and LeForve included the experience of raising their own childrenScreenplay. Cooley said.. It dealt with emotions like Riley's parents, and everyone in the writing room is a parent, so I just
looked back at my experience as a parent creating characters despite his departure, arndt received credit for additional story material. Simon Rich is also the writer of the film. In August 2013, the film's emotional voice was cast, with Amy Poehler, Lewis Black, Mindy Kaling, Bill Hader and Phyllis Smith first announced [a trailer for the film was released in December 2014, and it
was revealed that Diane Lane and Kyle MacLachlan were in the film as Riley's parents] Hader, who previously had a cameo at Monsters University, was thrown into his voice by a role he felt woven in by being a huge fan of Pixar's filmography [Hader toured the studio over the course of a week and also helped in the story room [al al. [29] He was asked to get in touch with Amy
Poehler, a Saturday Night Live (SNL) veteran who the team saw fit for Joy's character. They said: May I call Amy? We don't want to call her and think we're funny people, he recalled. He called Poehler and explained the story to her, showing that her role would be the driving force behind the film. As the story was thrown into the kaling, she broke down in tears, explaining, I think
it's really beautiful to make a story where you tell your kids that it's hard to grow up and that you can grieve. Smith was chosen by Rivera while he was looking at the bad teacher and saw her at the lunch scene [he called the Doctor and said, I think we've found grief. The film includes several SNL veterans, so the film team spent a week on the show for a study of live TELEVISION.
Richard Kind, who previously starred as Malt, Hopper's brother in Bugg's life, a van from the Cars series and a bookworm in The Toy Story, portrayed Bing Bonn [Kind] as he tried to convey the same kind of innocence as his previous Pixar role and the producers decided to keep the character a secret. You did not participate in the pre-release promotion. The art design of the
animated film is aimed at reflecting the Broadway musicals of the 1950s [The Doctor imagined that those with feelings for the characters would push the level of caricature to a degree never before in both design and style of movement. At the end of this, they emulated animators Tex Avery and Chuck Jones. Docter let it be known that rather than sticking to the rigid behavior of
each RenderMan model, he directed animators Sean Krause and Victor Navone to push the graphic caricatures of each character. This required artists using Wacom Chintik to portray the characters in the film during their routine. [32] One of the first scenes the team worked on wasA dinnertime scene that quickly switches between the real world and headquarters in the mind of a
family. In imagining how the interior of the mind would be portrayed, the filmmakers concentrated on the term electrochemistry. Ralph Egleston, the film's production designer, explained: It meant thinking about things as energy or energy-based, exciting things. Each emotion had a effervestive quality that shone on them (especially pleasure) and was difficult to animate because it
could be seen as distracting. [34] Characters are created with this energy because they're trying to express what emotions look like. They are made up of particles that actually move. Instead of skin and solids, it's a massive collection of energy, The Doctor said. The team worked on Joy's glitter aura for eight months, but was ready to remove it because it affected the film's budget
[but Lassator demanded that it be applied emotion-by-emotion.] I could hear the core technical staff hitting the ground and the budget falling off the roof, Egleston recalls. The film is localized to accommodate an international audience: in the Japanese version, for example, Riley is anathesia with green peppers rather than broccoli (the only topping served by a local pizzeria). [36]
Soundtrack Inside Out: Michael Giacchino's original soundtrack album release June 16, 2015 Record 2014-2015StudioWarner Bros. Eastwood Scoring Stage at Burbank, CAGenreSountrackLength59:43LabelWalt Disney Producer Michael Giacchino Chris Montan (exec.) Pixar Soundtrack New Year's Chart Monsters University (2013) Inside Out: Original Soundtrack (2015) The
Good Dinosaur (201) 5) Michael Giacchino Yearly Jurassic World: Original Motion Picture Soundtrack (2015) Inside Out (2015) Zootopia (2016) Michael Giacchino composed the film's score. This was his fifth collaboration with Pixar and his second with Pete Docter in 2009. The producer met with Giacchino for the first time to explain the concept of the film and screen it for him. In
contrast, he composed an eight-minute suite of music that was not connected to the film, based on his emotions of watching it. Rivera noted that both Giacchino and The Doctor were musicians, but they discussed the film in terms of story and character. Walt Disney Records released the soundtrack on June 16, 2015. Tracklist All music is composed by Michael Giacchino, except
as noted. Inside Out: Original Soundtrack No.TitleLength1 Bundle of Joy 2:502 Team Building 2:193 Nomanizne Island / National Movers 4:214 Overcome grief 0:525 Free Skate 1: 016 Wound up the first day of school 2:037 1:038. Goofball No Longer 1:119 Memory Lane 1:2310 Forgetts 0:5011 Chasing Pink Elephant 1:5512 Abstract Thinking 1:4713 Imagination PowerDump
1:4715 Dream Productions 1:4416 Have a Small Nightmare 1:5117 Subconscious Basement 2:0118. Escape the Subconscious 2:0919 We Can Still Stop Her 2:5520 Tears of Joy 3:3921 Rainbow Flyer 2:5922 Chasing Grief 1:4623 Joy Turns to Grief/Growing Personality 7:4924. The Joy of Credits( including Triple Dent Gum Jingle, a hidden track written by Andrea Dutzman, Pete
Docter and Bob Peterson and performed by Nick Pitera and Andrea Duttsman at 8:05) 8:20 Total Length: 59:50 CD Track [38] No.TitleWriter (s) Length 25). Lava (Disney to Pixar Short Film Lava) James Ford Murphy Cuana Torres Kere and Napua Makua 5:47 Total Length: 65:36 Release Inside Out was presented at the D23 Expo in August 2011. In December 2012, Bleeding
Cool reported that the film's title would be Inside Out, but ComeSoon.net reported that it would be inside out next February. In April 2013, Disney officially announced the title as Inside Out on Twitter during CinemaCon. Before its release, the film received a test screening for children due to executive concerns that it was too complicated for a young audience. On May 18, 2015, it
premiered at an out-of-competition screening at the 68th Cannes Film Festival. [43] It premiered at the El Capitan Theatre in Hollywood on June 8 in the U.S., received a wide theatrical release on Disney Digital 3-D and RealD 3D from June 19, and chose the IMAX 3D Theater [[44][45] this was the first animated film released in Dolby Vision format at The Dolby Cinema, and the
second animated film for Disney after Tomorrowland. It's also worth noting that pixar was one of two feature films (the other being a good dinosaur) released in the same calendar year. [47] A short animated film titled Rava was accompanied by Inside Out during its theatrical release. The musical Love Story was directed by James Ford Murphy and produced by Andrea Warren.
This story is inspired by the isolated beauty of tropical islands and the explosive charm of marine volcanoes and will take place for millions of years. On June 18, 2015, Skype added the film's five emotional faces as face characters that could be used on IM services for the next three months, leaving them as standard. While the digital release was released on October 13, 2015,
Walt Disney Studios Home Entertainment released it on Blu-ray (2D and 3D) and DVD. [52] Pixar's theatrical short Lava was included. Riley's first date, a short film set in the world of Inside Out? [52], directed by josh Cooley, head of film stories, was exclusively included in Blu-ray and digital releases. [54] Inside Out releasedBlu-ray on September 10, 2019. [19] The Inside Out
playset, which features all five emotions as a play character, is now available in Disney Infinity 3.0. [56] Mobile Game, Inside Out: Thought Bubble was released on June 18, 2015, by Disney Mobile Games on Apple's App Store, Google Play, Amazon App Store, Windows Store, and Windows Phone Store. Players who play as Riley's emotions must match and sort memory bubbles
through 485 levels (update as of May 2016) inspired by the location of the film. Reception Box Office Inside Out sold $356.8 million in the U.S. and Canada and $511 million elsery, with a global total of $858 million against a budget of $175 million. Deadline Hollywood calculated the film's net profit at $279.51 million when all costs and revenue were taken into account [59] the
seventh highest grossing film of 2015 (second only to minions) [59] the sixth highest Pixar movie [60] and the best animated film of all time. Inside Out in the U.S. and Canada opened in 3,946 theaters in the U.S. and Canada, 3,100 of which screened movies in 3D. [61] It sold for $3.7 million during Thursday night's screening. This was a record among pixar movies where
Thursday night's screening was, but it's behind the $4 million midnight screening of Toy Story 3. The film then earned $34.3 million on its first day, the third-largest opening day for a Pixar movie after Toy Story 3 ($41.1 million) and Finding Dory ($54.7 million). [63] [64] [65] It finished the opening weekend in second place with $90.4 million, behind the second weekend gross of
dinosaur thriller Jurassic World ($1066 million). The studio's biggest ever production (behind Finding Dory and Toy Story 3) is the biggest weekend debut of a movie that didn't debut at No. 1 (the day after tomorrow's record), [67] and the top opening for any original film, live action, or otherwise, stooling avatar's $77 million debut and not based on source material ( overtaken by the
secret life of the pet). [7] [68] The film's opening success was in its Cannes premiere, CinemaCon press screenings, its critical reception (especially its 98% Rotten Tomatoes score), good word of mouth, Father's Day weekend, and Tuesday night's Fatom screening. [70] In its second weekend, the film fell 42% to $52.3 million, second only to Jurassic World. [72] The rest of the
week looked slightly ahead of the latter. Inside Out reached Number 1 with $29.8 million at the box office for the third weekend of Independence Day. [74]IMAX contributed 10% or $36 million of total North American revenue as of September 4, 2015. [75] In the U.S. and elsery outside Canada, the film earned an estimated $40.3 million in its opening weekend from 37 countries, 42
percent of the overall international market [its largest opening was recorded in China ($11.7 million). UK, Ireland and Malta ($11.4 million). Mexico ($8.6 million), Russia and CIS ($7.6 million), Italy ($7.4 million), Germany ($7.1 million) and South Korea ($5.1 million). [77] In total revenue, the largest markets outside the U.S. and Canada are the United Kingdom ($58.1 million),
South Korea ($31.7 million) and Mexico ($31 million). It was the second highest grossing Disney anime or Pixar movie of all time in Mexico (ahead of Frozen), the Philippines (ahead of Big Hero 6), India, Ukraine and Russia, and pixar movies are the first Pixar movies to exceed 1 billion rubles. [80] Critical Response Review aggregator website Rotten Tomatoes reported an
average rating of 8.90/10 support of 98% based on 372 reviews. The website's critical consensus is that inventive, gorgeously animated and powerfully moving, Inside Out is another notable addition to the Pixar library of modern animated classics. The film topped the site's top 100 animated films list [82] and occupies the third highest position of films released in the 21st century in
the all-time list of the top 100 movies in eighth place. [83] Metacritic, which uses a weighted average, assigned the film a score of 94 out of 100 based on 55 critics, with a universal rating. Audiences polled by CinemaScore gave the film an average grade of A on the A+ to F scale. Before its release, there was concern among the public that pixar films were becoming less quality
and more dependent on sequels. Similarly, DreamWorks Animation had started to move less than expected at the box office in the early 2010s, sparking speculation that the genre of computer animation was funk. Inside Out has been praised by numerous film critics as a return to Pixar's form. It received a pre-screening at CinemaCon on April 22, 2015, and was well received by
audiences [praise aimed at that smart story, but some wondered if the concept was too complex for a young audience to attract a family crowd.] [87] After its premiere at the 2015 Cannes Film Festival, it attracted praise from film critics. Variety's Peter De Bruges said the studio's biggest idea and amazingly original concept I was impressed, calling it the studio's biggest idea. I
promise to change people's way of thinking forever. Michael Phillips of the Chicago Tribune called it the studio's best since up (and the director alsoDoctor) is consistently inventive and a hearty correction to the recent shareholder-led inferiority system. The Hollywood Reporter's Todd McCarthy regarded it as a bold concept to stand in the most conceptually trippy film for a family
audience. I think inside-out may struggle to connect perfectly with young kids when their brains are literally bent, but adults are more likely to shed more than a few tears, said Richard Lawson of Vanity Fair. The Guardian's Peter Bradshaw, a little inferior to Pixar's best, felt it buoyant and sweet nature. [92] Ignatiy Vishnevetsky of the A.V. Club said that while the film's overall
positive, it trades the silent elegance and sense of discovery of the animation studio's best work for voice-overs and non-stop expositions of description, and claimed that Pixar animators could have been more visually adventurous to match their conceptual ambitions. [93] HitFix's Christopher Tapley called it one of the best films of the 21st century. [94] A. O. Scott of The New York
Times regarded the film as an absolute pleasure and reserved special praise for the advocacy of grief, the debate of the need for melancholy dressed in the bright colors of entertainment. The Washington Post's Ann Hornaday thought that unusual films that transcend their role as pure entertainment become pure ruin, become therapeutic, and give children an iconic language that
manages their most unruly emotions. Richard Roper of the Chicago Sun-Times regarded it as one of the best films of the year and found it bold, gorgeous, sweet, funny and sometimes sad. [97] Entertainment Weekly's Chris Nashawi described it as transcendent and inspiring[.] I shouted [.] Mary Pols of Time, who is very smart and psychologically clever, felt it was almost
hallucinating and completely beautiful that went against the conventions of family movies.[ The Atlantic's Christopher Oh urged readers to look at the painting, calling on readers to tell Pixar again at the top of the game and tell thoughtful, moving meta-stories that are hard to imagine being produced elsewhere. Wai Chi Dimmock of the Los Angeles Review of Books compared the
film to works by neuroscientist Antonio Damasio, Dutcher Keltner and Oliver Sacks. [101] Common Sense Media's Betsy Bozdetch gave the film five stars, saying that Inside Out is creative, smart, heartfelt, beautifully animated. [102] Honoring Key Articles: Inside Out (2015 film) The list of praise received by Inside Out received 15 best picture, 21 best original screenplays, and 40
Best Animated Feature Nominations from more than 50 different organizations and associations. [103] He won an Academy Award for Best Animated Feature and was nominated for the 88th Academy Award for Best Original Screenplay.It was held in 2016. At the 43rd Annie Awards, he made outstanding achievements in directing the Doctor's animated feature films, winning the
Best Voice Actor and Best Animated Feature For Smith's Animated Feature Films. [105] The American Film Institute chose Inside Out as one of the top 10 films of the year. The film received three Critics' Choice Film Award nominations, including the Golden Globe For Best Animated Feature at the 73rd Golden Globe Awards. The New York Film Critics Circle won Inside Out for
Inside Out, won best film on the National Board of Review, and also won a judging award at the National Film Awards. The film was runner-up in the Los Angeles Film Critics Circle Awards [112] and the San Diego Film Critics Circle Awards for Best Animated Film [[113] from the Satellite Awards, which received four nominations, including Best Original Screenplay, Best Animated
Work or Mixed Media Feature, and Best Original Score [Satellite Award-winning Animation or Mixed Media Features.] [115] He won best animated film at the 69th British Academy Film Awards in London, England, and was also nominated for best original screenplay (lost to spotlight). He also received a Robert Award nomination for Best American Film and the David di Donatello
Award for Best Foreign Film, the equivalent of the Danish and Italian Academy Awards. [118] In 2016, the film was ranked 41st on the BBC's 21st Century 100 Greatest Films list, attracting 177 film critics from around the world. In 2017, he was selected by The New York Times as the seventh-largest film of the 21st century. [121] On June 24, 2015, when asked if there was a
possibility of a sequel, Pete Docter replied, I don't have any idea of a sequel from me at this time, adding, I'll never say never. On January 14, 2016, The Doctor said a sequel was possible and he and Pixar would explore the idea, saying: Let's see if something happens. For me, it's not as simple as We liked it, so let's make another one. What happens is that you design these
characters, not the way they look, but like the characters and people in the story. So we'll explore it and see what happens. In a July 2016 interview, Pixar President Jim Morris said that while demand for sequels was high, the company had committed resources to the concept of several original films, and that no sequels to Pixar's other films, including Inside Out, were considered
at the time. [124] On June 20, 2017, Minnesota child psychologist Dennis Daniels complained of violations against Disney and PixarDaniels was working on a creative project, Moodstars, with themes very similar to Inside Out, and was discussing the prospects for TELEVISION production with Disney and Pixar executives, including with the film's eventual director Pete Docter.
Daniels claims to have presented her ideas in detail for five color-specific characters representing happiness, sadness, anger, love and fear living in an abstract world in a child. The discussions took place between 2006 and 2009, and Daniels claimed that if the idea was used by Disney, she entered into an implied contract in which she would be compensated. On January 31,
2018, her case was dismissed by Judge Philippe Gutierrez, who ruled that there was no basis for an implicit agreement between Disney and Daniels because Daniels had publicly released material related to the project at the time of the conversation. Daniels appealed to the 9th Circuit, which upsoevered a district court ruling in March 2020 that pixar films did not infringe on
Daniels' character [this decision was not enough to be copyrighted simply by creating color key characters based on emotions, and instead, as previously decided in DC Comics v.] It is necessary to carry similar characterize elements to these characters. Toure in 2015. [127] Also see the list of films considered 'Michael Giacchino' to win The Best Reason and Emotion Herman's
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